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THEY GRADUATE.

The members of the class are as follows: Reading, “ Longfellow’s Birthday.”
Albert A tw ood.
Singing, “ Good-niglit.”
Clarence Edgar Walker.
The exercises reflected great credit on
Rose TootHaker.
both teacher and pupils.

P. H. S., ’96, Makes Its Farewell

Montieze Valora Ross.

Bow to Academic Life and Its
Initial Bow to the World.

Once more the sweet girl graduate has
tripped onto the stage and given us her
ideas on all things finite with all the un
ruffled serenity of the woman who will
some day rule the household; once more
the trembling youth has given us the wis
dom of the ages with that air of nervous
trepidation of one who will some day be
an obedient subject of Her Royal High
ness.
I t ’s an old story, but it’ s ever new, and
we all like to hear it told again as each
class takes its turn. That’s why we go to
graduations year after year. That’ s why
Union Church was crowded to the doors
Tuesday evening, when '96 made their fare
well bow.
We haven’ t a word of anything but
praise for Tuesday evening’s exercises, and
the Phillips High School may well be
proud of her sons and daughters. Each
and every one did so nicely that no com
parisons are possible and the entire pro
gram. interspersed by the enjoyable music
of Dyer’ s orchestra, passed off as
smoothly as could be.
The alcove was prettily decorated with
the national colors and the lamp shades
were adorned with the class colors.
The programme was as follows:
PROGRAMME.
M U S IC .

In v f x o e a t i o n .
- X I U S I C .

S alutatory,—A merica for Americans,
FREDERICK BERTHEL PEABODY.
* E ssay,—T wo of England’s Disputes,
DANIEL FIELD HOYT.
E ssay,—The Evolution of Woman,
MONTIEZE VALORA ROSS.
X
TUSIC.

'E ssay,—Restriction to Foreign Immigra
tion,
MONROE AUGUSTINE BLANCHARD.
C lass Oration ,—Roman Catholicism and
the A. P. A.,
CLARENCE EDGAR W ALKER.
* Essa y , —Clara Barton and the Red Cross,
CHERRY BANGS.
MUSIC.

Essay,—The Bible in Public Schools,
JOSIE LENA BEEDE.

Josie Lena Beede.
Frederick Bertliel Peabody.
The class m otto is:
“ Nulla palma sine pulvere."
The class colors are:
ORANGE AND WHITE.
The class officers are:
President, C. E. B. W a l k e r .
Vice-President. R ose T o o t h a k e r .
Secretary and Treasurer, J osie B e e d e .
Committee on arrangements, F. B.
P e a b o d y , M o n t ie z e R oss , C. E. B . W a l 
ker.

TWO FEATURES
of this graduation differed from the ordi
nary. One was the sale of "The Pliillipian, the High School paper, (and, by
the way, the papirs “ went like hot
cakes” ). The other was the award of
prizes for the best essays. The first prize
of $5 in gold, offered by Supt. N. P. Noble,
was awarded to Don Leslie Harden, '97,
for his essay on Foreign Immigration.
[His essay in full will be found in another
column]. The second prize of $3 in gold,
offered by Principal Austin, was awarded
to Miss Cherry Bangs, ’97, for her essay
on Clara Barton. The committee of
award were: Madames Keyes and Hun
ter and Messrs. Blanchard and Smith, of
Farmington.
We think a word (yes, several words) of
commendation due Principal Austin and
Miss Dennison for the excellent training
which they have given the graduates of
Tuesday evening, and we give it heartily.
The Baccalaurate Sermon*
The Commencement exercises of the
Phillips High School really began Sun
day, with the Baccalaurate Sermon, which
was eloquently preached by Rev. Mr.
Nottage from Rev. 3, last part of the 11th
verse. A very large audience was in at
tendance. In the evening, at the Union
Church, Rev. Mr. Ranney gave an able
address on “ The Relation of the Scholar
to the Tow n.”
In the Other Departments
the closing exercises were of a very in
teresting nature, and we regret that lack
of space will not permit us to give the
programmes in full. We must, however,
give the little ones more than a passing
notice. Under the direction of their
teacher, Miss Nellie Quimby, the following
programme was carried out.
Longfellow’s Day.
PROGRAMME.

“ We’ ll All Rise up Together.”
* E ssay,—Foreign Immigration,
DON LESLIE HARDEN. Reading, “ Longfellow’ s Birthplace,”
Ralph Cragin.
V ai.eoictouy,—Nulla Palma Sine Pulvere, Reading, “ Longfellow’ s Picture,”
Lee Dennison.
ROSE TOOTHAKER,
Singing, “ Little Bopeep.”
XI USIC.
Story of the “ Longfellow House in Cam
bridge,”
Ernest Walker.
Reading,
“ Longfellow’ s Study,”
CONFERRING DIPLOMAS.
Milton Millet.
4
MUSIC.
R e c ita t io n . “ Children’ s Hour,”
Ethel Farmer.
BENEDICTION.
Song, “ First Game.”
Reading,
“
Longfellow
and
Children,”
Honorary Junior Parts.
Susie Davenport.
After the exercises were concluded the Recitation, “ Children,” Blanche Landers.
scholars and invited friends adjourned to Singing, “ My Chicken.”
Bate’ s Hall where the Middle class ten Story, Phil Prescott.
Russell Davis.
dered the graduates a reception. Dyer’ s Declamation,
Reading, “ Hiawatha,” Mildred Hescock.
orchestra furnished music for the dan—ex Singing, “ Three Little Kittens.”
cuse us, games—and ice cream and cake Recitation, “ The Arrow and the Song,”
Emma Timbei’lake.
were served.

Foreign

Immigration.

DON LESLIE HARDEN, ’97.

As we study the history of our nation,
and consider the progress of man during
all his wanderings, until he finally set
tled in America, we are convinced that
the great advancement and rapid growth
of the country have been to a great ex
tent due to the constant additions of our
laboring classes of foreigners.
When a country is first settled, the
laborers being few in comparison with the
amount of work to be done, it is import
ant, if progress and general up-building
are desired, that the population should be
increased to the extent that industries
may be established, and the natural re
sources put in the way of development.
This may be laid down as a general rule,
to which our country is no exception.
Under such circumstances, and conditionsi, mmigration to that country is bene
ficial, without regard to its character.
I need only point to the development of
Australia and South Africa to prove the
truth of this assertion.
When these countries came into promi
nence and means were taken to develop
their natural resources, there flocked to
their shores more of the lowest class, the
ruffians, cut-throats; and desperadoes of
Europe, yet in spite of their influence, and
power these countries made rapid pro
gress. In the United States the results
have been the same. Our institutions,
differing so widely in many respects from
those of the nations of Europe, and our
government founded upon the principle of
equal rights, have always been a mute ap
peal to the overburdened people of other
countries to come here and enjoy the
rights, liberties, and privileges which we
ourselves possess. This being so, it is no
wonder that every steamer, and, before
the day of steamers, every ship, was
crowded to the hatches with people from
every section of Europe, eager to find in
the New W orld that prosperity and suc
cess of which they had dreamed in their
native land. But they were doomed to
disappointment.
The condition of our country is vastly
different now, from what it was fifty,
twenty-five, or even ten years ago. Then
laborers were in demand and commanded
high wages. -It was no uncommon thing
for some of them, by a fortunate combina
tion of circumstances, to become compara
tively wealthy, for others to attain politi
cal eminence and take a high position in
the affairs of state. Not a few of these,
upon whom the fickle goddess of fame and
fortune smiled, were of foreign birth, and
of course when their success was made
known in their native land, and among
their former friends and neighbors, it
created a great desire to go and do like
wise; something easier said than done.
So they came to this country expecting to
find employment and establish new homes;
but the mills, mines, and factories were
already filled to overflowing by those who
had preceded them. They found no em
ployment, one reason being that they
came in such vast numbers as to flood the
market. The supply was more than equal
to the demand.
Failing then, to obtain such employ
ment as they desired, many settle in some
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alley of our great cities, which by chance
was not already too crowded to admit one
more, but wlpch was long ago too densely
populated to allow the residents to enjoy
health or comfort.
They crowd the
streets, are the best patrons, of the saloon,
and the prisons and poor houses are to a
great extent filled with this class of
people. Still others went west and estab
lished colonies of their own, for which
they hired their own teachers in order
that their children might be taught as the
parents wished, and in which the manners
and customs their own land are carefully
preserved. This is contrai’y to the Americad spirit and it is our duty to prevent it.
The great mass of immigrants come from
the lower classes, in which are bred dis
ease, pauperism, and crime. It is only nat
ural, then, to expect that the moral prin
ciples of foreigners, when compared with
the native population as a whole, should
be decidedly inferior. The foreign labor
ers must of course associate with the
Americans, when working together in the
same mine or factory, and their immoral
and degrading influence must consequent
ly be cast in the paths of those who have
not as yet fallen to their own low stan
dards of moral life. Such people are es
pecially dangerous in countries like the
United States, where so many liberties
are enjoyed by everyone.
In 1868 a treaty was made between
nhi Caund the United States, permitting the
inhabitants of either country to change
their homes to the other, if they so desired.
Immediately upon the adoption of the
treaty, a large number of Chinese flocked
to our shores. Their chief object in so do
ing was their love of money. It costs
them little to live, they can here get high
er wages here than at home. Being of
foreign birth, training and ideas, and
bound to our country by no ties what
ever, they cannot take the deep interest
in a country which all citizens should feel.
The results of Chinese immigration have
been very injurious to American laborers.
They have carried away our gold, which
but for them would have been distributed
ait home, assisted monoplies, and whereever they have located, have lowered the
standards of life, civilization and refine
ment.
,
It is an old saying that “ a corrupt tree
will not bring forth good fruit.” Follow 
ing the same line of thought, a corrupt
•party will always produce a currupt and
dishonest sentiment. A sentiment which
must be injurious in its effects because dis
honest and corrupt. It is easily seen that
the foreigners as a whole constitute such
a party. Hence it should be equally ob
vious that they form a dangerous element
of the population.
If dangerous, what shall we’do. Cer
tainly it is time something is done. Con
gress, a few years ago, passed laws
l’estricting immigration for all except such
as could guarantee their own support.
This step was taken nene too soon.
But it is not enough to prevent others
from coming here. We have a higher
duty, the duty of making Americans of
those now here. By this we do not mean
bringing them into court and having them
naturalized by the tens and hundreds, but
the duty of educating them rightly so
that they will understand what it means'
to be an American citizen and be proud to
be called such that they may learn to love
our institutions the more they understand
them, and this grand country of which
they form an important part.
[Concluded on p. 5].
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T H E CAR CO N D UCTO R.

The day was perfection, and so was the sleigh
ing.
M y kitchen affairs seemed prospering too.
“ M y cup overfloweth,” I sang in thanksgiving;
“ A ll’s going so well here I know what I ’ll do.

Modern Methods Have Not Operated to
Make His Job Easier.
It used to be a comparatively easy job
to be the conductor of a horse car in New
York city, for the reason that all he had
to do was to collect fares, take passengers
on and let them off. Of course a man
earned his money beforo the day was out,
but he very seldom had an especially hard
time doing it. Now the new and involved
system of transfer tickets makes life a
burden to the men who stand all day on
the tail ends of cars.
“ It just makes me tired, ” said a con
ductor to a reporter. “ It’s doggone near
to bein a double job nowadays. ' A fellow
has to carry one pocket loaded down with
a big slab of transfer slips that’s got to be
punched, and ho gets his other pocket full
of the transfer slips he takes ’in. It
wouldn’t bo so bad if pretty nearly every
second man and woman wasn’t a blamed
idiot and insisted on foldin up the trans
fers they get. We’ve got to sm ooth ’em
all out and put ’em in a nice, neat bundle
to hand in at the end of the trip.
“ That’s only tho beginnin of it too.
Great Scott, it ain’t anywhere near the
end! Every ticket that’s handed us we’ ve
got to look over and see that it’s punched
right and O. K., for if some fellow works
off one on us that’s about a week old and
ain’t good on our line anyway wo get rats
at the office the next day. I tell you any
man who can look out for his car durin
the rush hours, start her up and start her
all right, take care of the cranks and re
member the streets that people want to get
off at ought to get more’ than $2 a day.
He could run any railroad train in the
country after he’s been through this mill.
“ You see, we’ ve got to keep track of so
many things. Every block or two we’ ve
got to poke our heads in the car and holler,
‘ Transfers for such and such a street.’
Then punchin up the tickets is no joke,
for when the cars are crowded it’s easy to
make a piistake, and when you’vo punched
about 150 of ’em your wrists get all fired
tired. Tho whole business gives us just
about twice tho work it used to, and there
ain’t a blanked cent more pay. I ’m gettin sick to death of it, but if I quit my
job there’d bo 100 ready to jump at my
place.” —-New York World.

“ Young Ted shall be scullion and see to tho
basting,
And I ’ll slip away to m y sanctum and write
A poem to voice all the joy of the season,
The feastings, reunions and general delight. ’ ’
Young Ted was enchanted when told of his
mission
And gladly protested he knew well his trade •
So I left him in grandeur < hr.mod in tho
kitchen
And flew to m y desk ere xny vision should
fade.
A s usual, the paper was missing; the pencils
Were dull, arid the knife, too, I found to my
cost.
But I whittled away in a cold desperation,
Determined that dream poem should not be
lost.
A t last all was ready. I took up m y pencil,
But where was the opening verse I had
planned?
I cudgeled m y brain. It was no time to falter.
So I made a beginning w ith unsteady hand:
“'The month, the week, the day, the hour!
A ll hearts and footsteps homeward turning,
With joy and gladness own the power” —
“ Oh, ma, the turkey’s burning!”
Down goes the pencil. I rush to the kitchen,
Where the king of all birds is slowly prepar
ing
For the New England feast, Thanksgiving, so
rich in
Good cheer for us all, e ’en the poor in it shar
ing.
The turkey adjusted, once more to m y paper,
With nerves somewhat ruffled, I take me
again,
But scarce have I made my poor pencil to ta
per
When Ted comes in flying, “ Say, mamma,
the cran
b e r r y sauce all boiled over.” Of course I
must follow
And rescue that relish without -which our
bird
Would be but a mockery patent and hollow.
The dinner’s progressing, but what of the
word
Which was to have voiced all the joy of the na
tion?
Alack and alas! It was lost in the fray.
But not one of the dear ones who sat at my ta
ble
Missed aught as they feasted to m ar the glad
day.
—Gillette M. Kirke in American Agriculturist.

AFRICAN CLIM ATE .

A NEW WRINKLE FOR SMOKERS.
Wet Your Brier Wood Pipe, and It Will
East Twice as Long.
“ Shall I wet it for you?” asked the cigar
store man who had just sold a brierwood
pipe.
“ Ye-es, ” said the customer, handiygtho
pipe over. “ But, say, that’s a now one on
me. What’s the idea of wetting it?”
The cigar store man by this time had
the pipo under the water faucet and was
driving water through it at a great rate.
“ I learned that,” ho said, “ from a pipo
manufacturer. This first wotting makes
a brier pipe last twice as long as it would
otherwise. The reason is that tho wood
is very dry. This pipe here has been in
the store six months, maybe a year. It
was very dry when we got it, and of course
it’s drier now. Well, it stands ft) reason
that when fire is applied to the wood, tho
pipe w ill char quickly, and once it begins
it burns through in a short time. Now, a
good soaking like I ’m giving this pipe
dampens the wood. Tho wood absorbs a
great deal of the water, and it w on’t burn
so easily. A fter/four or five pipefuls of
tobjn eo havo been smoked there is very lit
tle danger of tho pipe burning except at
tho moment it is being lighted. Always
remember to light your tobacco, and not
your i ipe ”
The cigar store man let tho pipe soak for
fou? or live minutes, wiped it out and*
handed it to the customer.— New York
Sun.

“ GWIN E BACK HOME T O DIE.”

•

✓

SO CIA BILITY OF

iimuimins.

A Pathetic Incident In Negro Eife Seen They Are Fond of Paying Social Visits
Among Themselves.
on the Train For Selma.
Indians, contrary to widely received
They told mo in the dining car of a train
on the Louisville and Nashville road that opinions, are of a social nature, and fond
in the smoking car was an old colored man of paying friendly visits, tho etiquette oi
which would make a chapter of itself.
Who was going south to see his old plan
tation home again before death claimed Not much attention is given to the order
him. By and by I went in to have a talk of their going while in tho dust of travel,
with him. He was wrinkled and whito but when arrived within a short distance
haired and evidently very old, and when I of their destination a halt is called, the
expressed wonder that his friends in Ken ponies are relieved of their burdens, the
tucky should have let him set out on such rawhide packs are opened, and gala dresses
and fine ornaments come to light.
a long journey he replied:
The two young men selected to bo the
“ Dey jest couldn’t help deirselves, sah.
I tolo de chill’en I was bound to cum, an bearers of gifts of tobacco deck themselves
for their mission and ride on in advance.
dey jest had to let m e.”
“ And how long since you left tho old A surprise party is not in the Indian’s list
of amusements. He takes his enemy un
plantation?”
“ ’ Way back in wah times, sah. I dun awares, but not his friond. The young
went right off wid some Yankee sogers, an men return with messages of welcome.
dat’s do last I eber did see of Mars Sometimes members of the family to" be
Thomases folks.
I ’ze gwino down to visited come with them personally to con
duct tho party.
’ sprise ’em .”
Meanwhile all have been busy prinking
“ Where is it?”
“ Jest a little ways out o’ Selma. Dey —brushing ^ted braiding their locks,
tell me dar’ am great changes ’ bout Selma, painting their faces and donning their best
but I reckon I kin walk right down de gear, the wide prairie their dressing room,
road an find do plantashUn in de night. I their mirrors each other’s eyes. When the
Bress de Lawd, sah, but I doan’ reckon I visiting party is again en route, there is
could hev closed my eyes in death if dey i not a man or woman who is not gorgeous
hadn’t let me cum. Dar’s been sich a with color and the glitter of shell or feath
longin to see do ole place agin dat 1 er finery. Even the children have daubs
j of fresh paint on their plump little cheeks,
couldn’ t stand it.”
Three or four of us chipped in to get ; While the dudes are wonderful to behold,
his meals and make him comfortable, bat resplendent in necklaces, embroidered leg
we saw that tho journey was telling on gings and shirts, and with ornaments in 
his strength. On the morning of the day numerable braided into their scalp locks.
we were toYeach Selma I could see that The visit o'M-p, tho Indians go back to
he whs weak and nervous, and when I set their homes pleased and contented, happy
if they find, as'may not always be the case,
down beside him lie A id :
“ I ’ze feelin sort owskeart ’ bout myself thiit; the enemy has not been at work in
dis mawnin. 1 had a dream last night their absence.—Alice C. Fletcher in Cen
_ _______________
dat I was walkin ’long de road an met a tury.
funeral, an when I axed who was gwine
Antarctica.
to be buried a white man -spoke up and [
Antarctica, whether a continent or an
said: ‘ ’Pon my soul, if dat hain’ t Mars
Thomases ole nigger Job, who run nod off archipelago, the islands of which are united
doorin de w ah! Heah, boy, let mo tolo by sheets of ice, is considered to have a su
you sum thin. Y o’ has cum too late to e porficial area of 4,000,000 square miles, be
ing, therefore, larger than Australia. Tho
yo’r ole mars. Dat’s him in de coffin,
lie was axin ’ bout yo’ jest do day hefo’
j great chain of volcanoes in Victoria Land
rises over 15,000 feet above the sea. On tho
died.’ ”
I told him that dreams did not signify, j South American side of Antarctica is the
and after a bit had him quite chirped
. : active volcano of Bridgman and tho largo
and partly submerged volcano of Deception
I got him some tobacco for his pipe, ;
island, with a crater over 5 miles in diam
that ho had breakfast, and as I left him :
smiled all over with happiness.ns ho sei .: j eter, the walls of which, built up of alter
“ Only two hours mo’ to Selma. I ’z-.i nating layers of ico and volcanic scorim,
rise 1,800 feet above the sea. Sedimentary
moas’ dun got dere. ”
rocks of the Eocene age, with fossil trees,
Thirty minutes later the conductor b'
were discovered in 1893 at Seymour island,
oned toAhree or four of us to come i
the smoker. The old man sat in his seat and the French ship Talisman, off tho
leaning against the side of tho car and antarctic.continent many years previous
ly, dredgld fragments of rock containing
seemed to be sleeping.
“ He’s been dead ton minutes,” quietly a fossil plant characteristic of the Triassic
observed tho conductor, “ and ho died as rooks of Europe. Near Laurie island, in
the South Orkneys, limestone occurs.
peacefully as a child falling to sleep.”
So he had. There was a smile on his These rocks aro of special interest as con
old black face—a smile of anticipation—■ firming tho theory that Antarctica is a
and the pipe had not fallen from his fin continent rather than an archipelago, for
gers. Death had come liko a soft and the .microcline granite, with garnet and
tourmaline and the mica schists, must havo
fleecy mantle, and its touch had been pain
had a continental origin, such rocks being
less.— Detroit Free Press.
almost unknown in oceanic islands.— C.
E. Borchgrovink in Century.
Monosulphide.
In addition to his other achievements in j
Royal Gamblers.
the domain of chemistry, Dr. Deninger of j
Tho fascination which games of chance
Dresden is now reported to have prepared
carbon monosulphide,f CS pure, for the havo exercised over gentle and simple is
well illustrated in the description by Stow
first time, and finds that instead of being,
as described in tho textbooks, an amor of the ontertainment given by Henry
phous red solid, it is really a colorless gas. Picard, mayor of London, in 1357, when
Ho prepared it by beating dry sulphide of the kings of France and Scotland, being
Bodium with chloroform, or, preferably, prisoners in England, and the king of
Iodoform, in sealed tubes, to 180 degrees Cyprus on a visit to Edward III, tho
C., the gaseous products being made to mayor “ kept his hall against all copiers
that were willing to play at dice and haz
bubble through aqueous caustic potash,
ard. Tho Lady Margaret, his wife, did
which absorbed the sulphureted hydrogen,
and the carbon monosulphido passed keepe her chamber to the same intent.”
through uuabsorbed. By acting upon car The mayor, having won 50 marks from
rion disulphide with sodium, in tho pres the king of Cyprus, returned him the
ence of some aniline, the new gas was also money, saying, “ My lord and king, be not
obtained. It is colorless and easily eon- aggrieved, fc I covet not your gold, but
jensable to a clear liquid, which evapo your play.” — Chambers’ Journal.
rates rapidly and is extremely explosive.—
Too Far Away.
{Sow York Sun.
“ I ’ m sorry, Mx. Timpany,” said the
Invisible Ink.
leader of the brass band to the bass drum
Among tho Romans an invisible ink was mer, “ but wo shall have to dlispenso with
your services.”
made with tho milky juices of certain
“ Why?”
plants. Its manufacture was a state secret,
“ Why! You ask me why! A man who
leath being inflicted upon any who should
lisclose it, and all important dispatches has got so fat that he can no longer hit
from the capital to tho provinces, or vice the middle of tho drum asks me w hy!” —
Strand Magazine.
rersa, were written in ink.

On the Central Plateau It Is Cool, and
There Is No Fear of Sunstroke.
As for the climate, it is no worse than
that found elsewhere in tropic lands. Tho
heat is not so great as in India or as ii is
sometimes in New York in summer. F
tunatejy the coast belt on both sides of .A '
rica, where the heat is greatest, and w' <■
the climate is most unhealthy, is n a ;.
. In four hours a railway train at ordina
speed would enable us to cross it and so
avoid the debilitating temperature. As
pending the sides of the coast range by the
same means of conveyance, we should in
two hours reach a rolling plain, which
gradually rises in height from 2,500 to.
8,500 feet above the sea. Here the climate
is sensibly cooler, and the white man can
’ safely work six hours of the day in the
open without fear of sunstroke, though he
must not count on immunity from fov«r.
In from 10 to 12 hours the traveler by
train would meet another steep rise and
would find himself from 5,000 to 8,000
foot above the sea on the broad central
plateau of the continent, which varies
from 600 to 1,000 miles across. It is in
this section that the great lakes, snowy
mountains and tallest hills are found.
Here we have cold nights and a hot sun
when the skies are not clouded, though
the air in the shade is frequently cool
A Model Country.
enough for an overcoat, and it is on this
In Iceland there are neither prisons, sol
immense upland that the white man,
when compelled by circumstances, may diers, drunkenness nor police. G’olonized
find a home.—Henry M. Stanley in Cen in 874, it soon after became independent,
and its isolated position, far away from
tury.
tho beaten track of ocean commerce, has
preserved its population from many of the
A Gentle Hint.
' Whistler, the artist, once sat at the thea vices which seem almost inseparable from
ter next to a lady who was going in and a high state of commercial prosperity and
out of her seat constantly, not only as soon pstensive Intercourse with tho rest of man
kind.
as each act was finished, but also while
the play was going on. The space between
The existence of the Colossus of Rhodes
The Chicagoan Abroad.
the rows of seats was very narrow, and is considered by some historians extremely
the artist was subjected to much annoy doubtful. There is no evidence that the
Old Friond— What did you see in Eng
ance as she passed him. “ Madam,” he ancients were able to cast pieces of metal land that most amused you?
said at length in his sweetest tones, “ I of such size as must have entered into its
Returned Traveler (promptly)—Eng
trust I do not incommode you by keeping composition.
lishmen.—Chicago Record.
my seat?”

One Enough. *
“ Don’t you think that De Seeto is two
faced ?’ ’
*
“ I should hope not. One such face as
he has is enough to convict a m an.”

\
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one meets, but there are people in every
town who will have it so.
So it comes about that instead of “ drop
ping in informally” —which is of all cal
ling the most agreeable—young gentlemen
seem to fear everything of a social nature
and even allow the girls to go home alone
from evening entertainments.
The millennium will have to come before
the last gossip will cease, so the only pos
sible advice is, “ be sure you’re right, then
go ahead.” Grasp the situation boldly
and you will find it like the old rhyme.
Tender-handed, touch a nettle,

Learn to say “ N o,” it will be of more
use to you than to be able to read Latin.
—Spurgeon.
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ON T H E MECCA ROAD.

Thousand Camels Are In the
Marching Columns.
Traveling takes place mostly at night,
No matter how careful the house-wife it being coolor for the pilgrims, and bomay be, stale bread will accumulate. One sides that the camels feed better in day
JHJnJTJTJTJHJTJT Jl_flJT_rL
way of using it to good advantage is to light. Every fifth day a halt for a com
place in tin pans in the oven until brown, plete 24 hours is made in order to rest tho
Frieiidly Relations between Young People.
then grate very fine. This makes splendid camels and to prevent serious results to
covering for fried veal and fried oysters, them from the chafing of the saddles and
The editor of the Corner is pleased to
heavy burdens which they carry. Even
and is simple and easy to do.
know that a recent article of hers on social
with this care many of them knock up
questions should have called out a re
and are abandoned. Many pilgrims arc
Dusting
cloths
have
a
dust
pan
and
sponse, and hopes that this may not be
taken ill on the way, and some die. This
brush woi-ked on them in chain-stitch so Damascus caravan must be a marvelous
the last for there is much to be said, and
that no one can mistake their use, and the sight, with its 15,000 camels moving along
A n d ’t will sting you for your pains;
■fin the multitude of counsel there is
fine dust cloth for bric-a-brac and parlor in strings miles in length, and terribly
Grasp it like a man of mettle.
safety.”
And it soft as silk remains.
use may always be kept soft and fresh for fatiguing work the traveling must be, with
Neither doss the Corner exclude the ex
this dusting alone. A servant who can the heat, the dust, the offensive smells, the
pression of opinions from gentlemen.
Where Love Is.
not read script can read picture writing trying motion of the “ ships of the desert,”
Young and old are cordially requested to
and the scarce and bad water. A ll these
[Chicago Post].
always.
must go a long way toward upsetting oven
come with any ideas relating to this sub
A. maiden asked if I could tell
ject, or others of public interest, and they
Very pretty borders are shown worked the strongest men, more especially as tho
W here love is.
strain lasts for so long a time.
yi Italian stitch, now known as Holbien
may feel sure of a hearty welcome.
Ah me. said I, that’s hard to say,
Sir Richard Burton, a man in tbe
embroidery,
because
Holbien
has
intro
Just now I feel a particular desire to
W here love is.
prime of life, joined this caravan at Me
duced
it
in
some
of
his
paintings
in
the
draw the young people into some social
Then on her way she went perplexing—
dina in 1853 and went with it to Mecca,
draperies. Holbien stitch is done on can taking 11 days on the journey, but he
The question grave her soul was vexing.
relations, feeling sure that if they are in
Shine out, bright star, attend and guide her
vas-weave fabrics, and it crosses the mesh found the strain quite as much as be could
the right, path, the older ones will not be
W here love is.
diagonally or runs with it up and down stand. Until a few years ago a similar
far behind.
A youth then begged me just to say
or across as the design requires. It is a caravan traveled from Marocco right along
To begin with, the writer avows herself
W here love is.
pretty and simple stitch, very pleasing for the northern coast of Africa, through A1
not only a believer in co-education, but
geria, Tunis and Tripoli to Egypt, and
Ah, no, said I, you’ll find the way
working borders on buffet or side-board there joined the Cairo caravan, the whole gi
also in friendship between the youth of
W here love is.
covers.
both sexes. And if one will consider for
gantic affair then going on by way of Suez,
A w ay he went his heart rejoicing,
striking across the northern part of the
a moment, it will be seen how natural
The song of birds his courage voicing—
A very practical custom among house Sinaitic peninsula and down through t,ht
such a belief is.
I know kind fate will surely lead him
wives now is to so mark the china, glass desert to Medina and on to Mecca. The
We will take two children whd grow up
W here love is.
and silver towels that a servant cannot Marocco and north African pilgrims now
side by side, from babyhood when they
They met, this youth and maiden fair—
mistake their proper uses. The manufac voyage by steamgr through the Suez canal
make “ mud pies” together, through early
There love is.
to Jiddah, and for the last year or two tho
turers of novelties in linen goods, quick to
childhood, in school-house and elsewhere,
And ask no more nor doubt nor care
Egyptian pilgrims have gone from Suez by
catch
this
idea,
now
offer
for
sale
glass
W
here
love
is.
they are perfectly happy in each other’s
steamer to the same port.
towels^
with
a
tumbler
or
wine
glass
Ancjmow,
with
hands
and
hearts'
united,
It goes without saying that the crowd
society.
Their vows to heaven have truly plighted.
stamped upon it. The china towel will ing at Jiddah and the sacred places is nec
Unless they are very exceptional child
May kindly power protect and keep them
Epidemics are fre
have a cup and saucer in distinct stamp essarily excessive.
ren, they have their little quarrels, after
' W here love is.
ing, while the silver towel will have tw o quent and the mortality fearful. It ha?
which they kiss and make up.
spoons crossed. Chain-stitch and hem- been found impossible to enforce sanitary
This of course is all in very early child
regulations or to insure a sufficient sup
“ The First Club.”
stich are easy and rapid methods of work
hood, for by a process of evolution as
ply of good water for the *extraordinary
The
closing
paper
read
at
the
last
meet
ing
these
stamped-out
lines.
natural as the unfolding of a flower they
demand.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
ing
of
the
Clio,
says
the
New
Y
ork
Re
gradually leave off little affectionate ways
corder, was on “ The First Club,” by Mrs.
Four
and
one-half
yards
is
quite
ful
STOPPIN G A SHIP.
but remain as good friends as ever. And
Elting, and was amusing in many of its enough for a dress skirt for any figurel
if nothing from outside intervenes this
The
Time
and Distance It Takes to Ar*
features. It was called “ The Old Colony More width than this is not productive of
state of good will goes on through boy
rest a Vessel’s Motion.
Club,”
organized
on
January
16,1769,
and
any
artistic
or
pleasing
results,
unless,
of
hood and girlhood until college and board
The motion of a steamship on tho A t
they celebrated their first dinner on De course, the skirt is pleated or kilted. But
ing school seperate them for the first time.
cember 22, 1780, with the following menu: a five or seven-gored skirt, well sfiaped, lantic, when the sea is calm, is so smooth
But this does not sever their friendly
1. A large dish of baked Indian wortle- and well hung, is the best model for either and steady that the passenger hardly re
relations for now letters are the medium
alizes the tremendous momentum of tint
berry pudding.
tall or short women, or those slender or vessel under his feet. After the engined
of thought, and through them they come to
2. A dish of succotash.
stout.
have been slowed down there is a startling
know each other even better.
3. Clams.
revelation of the energy of motion. This
And thus it goes on year by year, a sin
MOCK
CREAM
PIE.
energy can also b j accurately calculated
4. A dish of oysters.
cere good fellowship, than which nothing
Take two heaping tablespoonfuls of with the aid of mathematical formulas,
5. A haunch of venison.
can be more satisfying save the love which
sifted flour, mix smooth with a little cold and the time and distance within which
6. A dish of sea fowl.
is*given only to one and for all time.
water, add the yolks of tw o eggs, one-half the motion can be totally arrested and the
7. A dish of frost fish and eels.
ship be brought to a stand may bo ascer
This is friendship as the editor under
8 Apple pie and cranberry tarts, with cup sugar and a little salt. Beat well tained in a similar mannor. This ealeu
stands it. and such as she knows is perfect
and
pour
into
a
saucepan
containing
one
cheese made in Old Colony.
lation has recently been made for several
ly practicable; but instead, what do we
and Lf cups of boiling water. Stir un well known ships.
too often have?
til it thickens, remove from the fire and
To stop tho Etruria, whose ‘ ‘ displace
A Practical Wedding PresentA state of affairs which I verily believe
flavor with lemon. When cool pour into ment” is 9,680 tons, horsepowor 14,321
A useful innovation has been introduced
is responsible for much of the social lack,
a crust previously baked.
Beat the and speed 20.18 knots an hour, 2 minutes
not only in our town, but in many a town by the Mayor of the city of Brussels. whites of the tw o eggs to a stiff froth, and 47 seconds aro required, and during
the progress of stopping, the ship will forge
Each couple who are married at the City
of its size.
add tlu’ee tablespoonfuls of sugar and
Directly boys and girls are in their teens, Hall receive a small book bound in leather, spread over the pie setting it in the oven ahead 2,464 feet, which is only 176 feet
some busy person will remark with a containing the marriage certificate on the to brown. This not only looks nice, but less than half a mile. The United State?
oruiser Columbia, with a displacement of
There are further an is inexpensive and very good.
meaning smile, “ Johnny Brown is quite at first two pages.
7,350 tons, 17,991 horsepower and a speed
tentive to Annie Smith,” and this, remem extract of the rights and duties of mar
of 22.8 knots, can be stopped in 2 minutes
Rangeley. M r s . S y l v a d e r H i n k l e y .
ber, because he happens to carry home her ried people, instructions for the hygienic
and 15 seconds, and within a space of
school books, or some other trivial thing. bringing up of children, and a number of
2,147 feet. The little flier Cushing, also of
TEA MUFFINS.
the United States navy, whose displace
Finally this talk is repeated to the children blank pages for entries of important
2 eggs, 2 tablespoonfuls butter, 2 table ment is only 105 tons, and horsepower
themselves, with the result that they are dates, births, deaths, and other anniver
not only robbed of youthful friendship, saries. Poor people receive this book free spoonfuls sugar, 34 teaspoonful salt, yA 1,754, while its speed Is 22.48 knots, can bo
cake yeast, % pint milk scalded. Make a stopped within a distance of 301 feet in
but are made to feel that such a friendship of charge.
thick batter over night. In the morning 18.4 seconds. In each case the vessel is
is not possible between boy and girl. In
shape in rings or little rolls and let rise supposed to be going at full speed, and
There
is
a
general
tendency
to
discard
turn they watch for expressions of interest
the stoppage is produced by reversing tho
again and bake.
action of tho propelling machinery.—
in those who are older and are only too all stiff interlinings in the gounds for next
Miss
E
l
l
a
V.
T
o
o
t
h
a
k
e
r
.
Y outh’s Companion.
ready to report everything seen or heard. season, employing the crinoline, haircloth,
Phillips.
moreen or other lining fabric for an en
Evil seed sowing this, is it not?
Wanted to Learn.
Can you wonder that after such an ex tirely seperate underskirt. Some new silk
APPLE RICE PUDDING.
I was in a secondhand book store the
skirts
fashioned
by
high-classed
modistes
perience, boys, who are naturally timid,
Pare, quarter and core three tart apples other day in search of something to pass
and even young men should prefer staying carry out the idea, being faced with real and spread loosely in a buttered agate an hour when a man about 50 years of age,
haircloth
or
moreen,
and
trimmed
around
W ho was also looking about, made a pur
away from society when the ordinary
th e bottom with piped silk frills about pudding dish. Add three-quarters cupful chase of a book entitled “ Cattle and Their
courtesies of life are so misconstrued. ,
of
sugar
and
three
tablespbonfuls
rice
to
: <•
If these embryo courtships, for which three inches wide. Less expensive skirts one quart milk; turn the mixture over the Diseases. ”
“ Interested in ca ttle ?” I asked.
town talk only is authority, ever ripened are also made of moreen or haircloth apples, spread a few bits of butter over
“
D
u
n
n
o
,”
he
replied.
“
I ’ve seen h a lf a
into marriage every clergyman in the town alone, some fashioned with a closely fitted the tops and bake in a moderate oven dozen cow s and tw o or-thr.ee ca lv es d u r in g
yoke, with gores on the front and sides, a
would be kept abnormally busy.
four hours. Serve hot with sweetened m y lifetim e, an d I th o u g h t I ’d read u p on
ruffle of the goods at the hem, and four
cattle and see w h at w as in ’ e m .”
> But anyone who has watched a company
whipped cream.—Orange Judd Farmer.
box-pleated flounces at the back.
He had been a sailor, mate and captain
of young people, does not need to be told
for 35 years and during all that time had
that if their home life has been what it
An angler who recently secured a good pot seen a farm.— Detroit Free Press.
should be. sentimental thoughts are the
B u t to n h o le s titc h , c o r a l, ch ain , k n o t and string of pickerel from a pond which is
last ones in their minds.
fern stitch e s are Used in a p p liq u e w o r k . located in tw o counties, said that he was
Nature never deserts, the wise and pure;
Saying nothing of its being anything :A n d they serve t o stren g th en the m a teria l not at fault if the fish came out of the no plot so narrow, be but nature there; no
county where they could not be legally
worse, it shows a lack of good-breeding to th a t form s the p a tte r n as w ell as to en caught and swallowed the bait in the waste so vacant but may well employ each
county where they might legally be taken. faculty of sense and keep the heart -awake
see possible lovers in every young couple rich it.
to love and beauty.— Coleridge.

A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
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RANGELEY LAKES

may escape receiving as a quota, a certain Moose Hunting in Maine in 1850. from me and stood broadside on in the
class of “ would-be-statesmen” with which
In 1850, before any laws were passed in shallow water, which came well up his
the State of Maine for the protection of sides. 1 aimed just back of his fore shoul
poor Earth is affected.”
Published every Thursday morning, by the
game, moose were very numerous, even ders and fired. The ball skipped twice
more so than deer, in Oxford, Franklin on the water beyond him and I thought I
’TW IXT YOU AND ME.
and Somerset counties. They were fre had overshot him, as he did not fall. 1
quently seen in summer time in lake and again loaded my gun and as I was ram
H A R R Y P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL.
W hen she said “N o ”—the saucy Bess!—
stream, and in winter it was a forsaken ming down the last wad the moose fell.
I thought o f Mary, K ate and Jess,
Editors and Proprietors.
mountain
that did not contain one moose I then ran to my boat and paddled out
And all the other maids galore
yard. The settlers of the wild regions to him and cut his throat, but he did not
W ho now are merely friends—no more;
Entered at the Rangeley (M aine) Post-Office,
depended on moose meat to supply solid bleed any. I then tipped my boat over on
They too said “ N o ,” I must confess.
food
for their families. In the Rangeley one side and filled it with water, sinking
as Second Class M atter.
My pangs of grief I ’d have you guess; *
Lake
country especially was moose the it under the moose; then standing in the
My love’s sad fate, my loneliness,
lake breast deep, I bailed out my boat in
prominent large game of the forest.
My joy I thought forever o'er
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 Per Year
a short time, had my moose loaded and
Deer
were
reported
plentiful
in
the
east
W
hen
she
said
“N
o
.”
In Advance.
ern part of the State, especially in Penob my boat in trim and made my way up the
But spare your sympathy's distress;
scot county, and hundreds of them were lake toward my home, proud of my prize.
My heart soon filled with happiness,
D e v o t e d to the Interests o f the W h o l e
My wife was surprised at my sudden
sent to the Boston market. I once saw a
For woman’s ways I'd kenned of yore,
R a n g e l e y l a k e s Region.
large storehouse in Boston packed solid return home, but went with me to the
Her eyes a different message bore:
I lived again, for she meant ‘ dyes."
full of deer carcasses, a great many hun lake and helped me dress the moose, which
W hen she said “ N o !”
0
dreds of them, and venison hung outside I found had bled inwardly, the bullet
ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and will
W m . R. A . W ilson , in Mumey's.
every
provision dealer’ s shop in the city. going through his vitals. Of the meat 1
be made known on application.
Caribou were not plenty and were con salted some, put some in my ice house and
“ A Foregone Conclusion” —lanky B ob’s sidered migratory animals, roving through smoked and dried some, and in tlfis man
Address all communications to
victory in the Mexican prize ring.
the vast wilderness of New Brunswick ner it supplied us with meat a long time.
R an geley L akes , Rangeley, Maine.
and Maine, some years flocking into the But it still seems queer to me that a bul
Bill Nye is dead—but I presume his syn State in droves, then not showing up let, after passing through a moose, should
make tw o distinct skips on the water be
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , F e b . 27, 1896. dicate letters will continue to appear in again for years.
the Sunday papers.
Crust hunting in deep snow late in win yond.—.7. G. Rich, in Forrest and Stream.
The contest for Fish and Game Comister was the common method of capturing
95,000,000 second talk and 95 second’s moose, with dogs and snowshoes; but the
sioner grows interesting. One of the lat
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
fighting tells the stoi’y of the Maher-Fitz- caribou were exempt from annoyance of
est to enter the list is Edward M. Bland- simmonds prize fight.
dogs, for it was futile to put a dog on the
Charles Quimbv was down form Redinging, of Bangor. He comes up with a
trail of a caribou. Caribou when started ton Wednesday.
strong endorsement by the citizens of his
D o these serious phrases of the weather would settle on their haunches and leap
Harry B. Austin, Esq., of Weld, was in
own home.
indicate that winter intends to observe like kangaroos, and even in 4 ft. of snow town Tuesday.
a dog had no business with them. But
He is probably better known to the in Lent?—Kennebec Journal.
Mr. E. M. Hunt, was a guest at AmbleGettin’ ready for a nor’ Easter l*think. the moose was an easier prey, and in a
dustrial and sporting citizens of Maine
side over Sunday.
favorable time could be secured in a few
than any other of the many candidates.
Friday night was one of the windiest
miles’ drive.
It is too bad the cathode rays cannot be
His connection with the Industrial Jour
In spring and summer time, on lake and nights for a long time.
brought to bear to show us what is on
river, many moose were killed; they took
Holman F. Day, of the Lewiston Jour
nal and the Maine Sportsman has made Lord Dunraven’s mind.—N. Y . World.
to the water to rid themselves of the nal was in town the first of the week.
That is setting too high a task for it.
his name as familiar as a household word
myriads of flies and gnats that infested
Miss Clare Hinkley returned Saturday,
among the class of readers those two The X ray cannot be asked to make a the forests in those wild regions in the
from Boston for a two week’ s vacation.
photograph of a vacuum.—Portland E x 
journals reach. He has been untiring in
warm seasons, and also to feed on the
press.
The graduation exercises from the gram
water plants abundant in the ponds and
his labors to organize and support the
mar to the high school Friday were very
Might utilize the head for a Crookes
lakes
of
Maine.
State Board of Trade as well as his local tube.
good.
And this reminds me of an incident in
Board. His appointment to the position
E ve ryb od y praises The Phillipian, 500
my hunting life in the year 1850 on MollyOne of Cornish’ s citizens saw tracks on
would be very gratifying to his many
chunkemunk Lake, one of the Rangeleys, copies of w hich have just been published
the snow about the size of a year old
friends and the public generally.
on the border of which lake I lived with by R angeley L akes.
“ kid.”
Consequently he set his traps,
Geo. T. Crawford, of Boston, connected
Another who asks the place is L. T. having quite a imputation as hunter and my family twenty mile^from a neighbor
with the Fall Mountain Paper Company
many years.
Carlton, Esq., of Winthrop, a native of trapper, expecting in the morning to find
I started one day to go down the lake in was in town this week.
Phillips, and a man well known through one or tw o good fat coons, but dreadful my boat to get out to settlements for sup
Phillips Public Library has purchased
tale to tell, three of the largest size porcu
out the state. He was County Attorney
plies, which I had to lug on my back and received 43 new books, a list of which
pines were made prisoners by the faithful
for Kennebec Co. for several terms, an steel traps. The three tails full of quills through the woods and over the mountains will be given next week.
Monday was Very warm, the eaves were
enthusiastic sportsman and a man who nailed on the inside and over the shop on blazed lines. Within tw o miles of my
house as I was paddling down the lake dripping nearly all day and the streets
would perform the duties of the official door was what let the secret out.
there was a bog of many acres covered were full of water, in the low places.
fearlessly.
It is understood that this
with tall grass, through which a sluggish
N. P. Noble, Esq., went to Weld, Thurs
Fred Spencer, of Madison, fishing at brook made its way. This brook was
County is gradually endorsing Mr. Carl
day of last week, and last Saturday went
Greenwood
pond,
a
few
days
since,
was
bordered with alder bushes, and as I was
ton’ s candidacy.
attracted to a place in the snow where paddling along approaching this bog I to Stratton, to visit the Masonic Lodges
at the above places, as D. D. G. M. of
Perrine’ s comet is coming, head on, di the foxes had been digging. Chopping saw the alders beside the brook waving as this Masonic district.
down he found that there had been & large if some large animal was coming out
rectly toward the earth, at the rate of
Quite a delegation from DaVis Masonic
fissure in the ice and was surprised to find toward the lake. I at once ran my boat
L,600,000 miles per day. A t this speed it frozen therin the partial remains of a
ashore and taking my gun, which, by the Lodge of Strong, visited Blue Mountain
will strike us about the 17th of March, large fish. The fish lay at about an angle way, was a single-barrel muzzleloader (for Lodge at Phillips, Wednesday evening. A
whether before, or after St. Patrick’s day of 45 degrees in the ice. On measuring the breechloaders were unknown in those pleasant occasion. The 3d degree was
imprint he found the fish to have been times in the backwoods of Maine), and worked; followed by a banquet.
parade, is not quite calculated. An ad
three ft. long. Everything indicated that creeping along through the tall grass and
Our numerous subscribers in Phillips,
vance copy of the “ Mars Miracle” has the fish had come up when the fissure was
scrub bushes toward the brook I soon got were much annoyed by the non-arrival of
just been received at the Lick Observatory, open and was unable to return.
within range of the unknown animal in R a n g e l e y L a k e s , last Thursday morning.
in California, in which the ••foreign” edi
the alders, and just as he emerged from the The bundle left here all right, but got sent
A Bangor man has ideas about cats in tall bushes into the open bog I rose up somewhere else, and did not return till
tor touches up the possibilities after
general, and coon cats in particular, that from my cover, and there within 30 yds. of Friday afternoon.
this fashion.
are worth hearing,—or will be when his me stood a majestic moose who had just
Cushman Post, G. A. R., again comes
“ Marsites have been very much inter
friends get up enough courage to approach then lifted his head high in the air and up smiling. The honors this time are that
ested during the past few months watch him on the subject. Not long ago, at the gave a fearful snort and started on a run
the State Encampment, held last week at
ing the movements on our neighbor, the earnest solicitation of his wife, he pur for the lake. I at once fired, the ball
Bangor, elected Col. E. M. Robinson, the.
Earth. Of late, however, the interests chased a handsome coon cat which striking the moose on the gambrel and present Commander of the Post, a delegate
has received a previously unheard of im promptly lost himself. The payment of breaking the leg. He at once turned on to the National Encampment of the Grand
petus, it having been discovered that a four dollars in advertising and reward re me and came leaping on three legs swiftly Army, to be held in St. Paul, next Septem
covered the cat,—three days later he was toward me. I dove into the tall grass ber.
comet is rapidly approaching that sphere gone again. Five dollars was the price and crept along as rapidly as possible for
Prof. D. F. Hodges went to Lewiston,
and in a very few days will strike it. of his recovery this time, and after he had a few moments, then carefully looking up
Monday, to witness the presentation of
With what result no one can tell. Follow  been at home again for a short space he over the cover I saw that the moose had the Cantata Rebecca, under the auspices
ing so closely upon the prize fight that continued his romantic career by jumping stopped and was stretching his long neck of the Bates St. Universalist Church.
into the middle of a dinner set and smash in every direction looking form e. I then
This cantata was written by Prof. Hodges,
both State and National Governments ing over ten dollars’ worth of crockery.
loaded my gun as quickly as ever I could
tried in vain to prevent, it is feared this The cat is now in the coon department under the cover and again rising up saw and was given by this society quite re
cently, with such success that its repitiwill be a complete “ Knock-out” of them of the feline Heaven: his owner is in such the moose wading into the water as if to
tion was called for.
all. In the transmigration of the etherial a condition that it recently took three po cross the narrows. I walked along to
licemen to prevent a catastrophe when a ward him as he made his way intb the
David Haley swapped a horse with
component parts of Earth’s inhabitants
well meaning traveller asked him if he lake and when I reached the shore he heard John Nutting, for a heifer.
All Mr.
it is *sincerely to be hoped, that from wanted a catalogue. Anything with “ cat” me and turned partly round and looked
Haley has left for a horse is a-two-yearsamong the many prominent ones Mars in i t is poison to him.
toward me. He was then some 7 rods old colt.
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With the Sportsmen.
On the Shores of Kennebago.
BY N. P. X.

'Tis the lovely Kennebago,
Queen of all the Rangeley waters. -

our prospects for taking fish and for see
ing game are discussed, and adjudged
most promising. We are as sure of a fine
day to-morrow, as though we had “ read
it in the Globe,” for Elliott has said so,
and he knows.
Finally conversation begins to lag. We
are twenty miles from civilization, the unbr oken forest about us, on the shore of a
m ost beautiful lake. The aroma of the
fir-bough, the rippling of the tiny brook,
the patter of the raindrops upon the long
rifted shingles, the melody of the wind
gently playing with the tree-tops, all
combine to lull us,—not to sleep, a too
recent and too hearty supper forbids
sleep at present—into silence and thought
ful revery.

ture like this, lighted by the rosy tints of
the early morning, is it not enough to in^spire admiration in those, even, who never
loved nature before? Truly, Kennebago
is “ the sportsman’ s paradise!”
“ Talk about yer game laws,” —con
tinues the guide—a few years ago ye
might er stajmd ’round here all summer ’ n
not see er deer, ’ n now every time ye come
down Kennerbager stream ye have ter
stop ’ n drive out the moose ’ n deer ’fore
ye c ’ n git along,—remember the ole moose
’ at stuck his nose inter our jack up than
las’ summer don’ t ye?”
We remember it—we always shall.
That meeting' made an impression on us
that is likely to endure.
The last buck-wheat cake has been de
voured, and. while Elliott is “ doin’ up th’
work,” we repair to the pool to see how
much our trout have grown during the
night.
“ Say! Elliott! come out here quick.”
He comes trudging along at an unusually
rapid pace, his face, serious and expectant.
“ Where are the fish Elliott? There isn’ t
one in the p ool.”
“ Mebbe the water’s riz so,” —
“ No, the dam is all right.”
A knowing smile lights up his face as he
turns “ back to ” and begins peering into
the surrounding woods. In our anxiety
about the missing trout, the five minutes
seem an hour, before he suggests the fol
lowing theory:—
“ I calelate ther’ s ben er mink ’roun’
t’night, ’n you’ll prob’ly find yer fish out
’ round here in th’ woods somewhere in ’ n
ole holler log.”
This is the only consolation to be had
for the loss of fifty pounds of live trout,
brought with great care from the cold
waters of Litt|e Kennebago. The whole
catch gone to the--------- mink! What are
we to do? We must have some nice trout
to take home to our friends—a foolish
thing to do.—We must start for civiliza
tion tomorrow, so, as the wind is not
blowing, we decide not to go to John’s
Pond, but to fish the lake instead, hoping
to replace the trout purloined by the
mink.
The day is charming and abounds in Ad
ventures not met with outside of the
wilds of Maine. We get all the trout we
want, including a three “ pounder” taken
just in front of our camp.—We see numer
ous deer,—one, a fine large buck, coming
out on the sandy beach, not more than
eight rods away, and for ten minutes
watching us with curiosity, but without
alarm. The law is on and we do not
shoot; but how we long for a snap-shot,
—with a camera!
But, look! he has
scented us and is away with a bound, and
lost sight of in the bordering forest.

“ If ’ t clears off t’night ’ n’ comes up
windy ’ n the mornin’ , ’ s goin’ ter be
pooty rough on th’ lake termorrer, ’ n’ I
don’ believe but you’ d better—a couple of
ye----- .” A long pause, while he medi
tates and goes to every shelf, and into
every pocket, for his pipe and plug of
tobacco.—“ I guess we’d better go up ter
John’ s Pond termorrer—’ taint no use f’r
more’ n three of us ter go, f’r there ain’ t
but one bo’ t up there—’ n’ I believe we c ’n
have some fun. Ther’ s fish ’ nough up
there ’f we c’ n only strike ’em—some good
ones, too. Th’ other tw o c ’n kinder keep
“Men felt the heavenly influence; and it
camp, ’ n’ perhaps----- .” Another pause
stole
while he goes through his numerous poc
Like balm into their hearts, till all was
kets again for that big jack-knife he al
peace.
ways carries.—“ W ’ ll, I wouldn’ t wonder
.................... and all the fair
’f ye got pooty good fishin’ , down th’
And beautiful forms of nature, had a voice
Of eloquent worship.”
stream, er down ’round th’ Falls, while
we’ re gone.”
One of us, with a taste for poetry and
Thus saith Elliott, the famous and reli a wonderful memory, begins Hiawatha:
able Rangeley guide. During this pro
“ Should you ask me, whence these stories?
posal, he seats himself on the “ deacon’ s
Whence these legends and traditions,
bench,” crosses his chubby legs, and be
W ith the odors of the forest?”—
gins the usual pipe-filling process.
“ Capital! happy thought! go on,” we
We have been up the stream to Little
exclaim. “ Nothing could be more appro
Kennebago, and have had a great day
priate on the shores of the Indian-named
with the troilt. We have brought back to
lake, Kennebago, than the Indian-named
camp, alive, in a cgr—a most unusual
poem, Hiawatha.” He goes on, and on,
thing to do in these waters—about
gaining inspiration as lines suggestive of
seventy-five of the best of the day’ s catch.
our surroundings are repeated. We fall
We have some fine ones—we always get
asleep, and anon, as we awake, the
fine ones at Little Kennebago.
gently flowing measure of the bewitching
Flowing past the “ Middle Camp,”
legend is a very lullaby, wooing us again
which is our home for a few days, is a
to slumber:
small, clear, cold stream. Near the camp
“ W h o shall say what thoughts and visions
we improvise a dam, making a pool four
Fill the fiery brains of young men?
or five feet square—a fine place to keep
W h o shall say what dreams of beauty
our trout alive. Into this pool we dump
Filled the heart of Hiawatha?”
the seventy-five trout to- keep till we
We marvel at the retentive memory, are
start for home.
soothed by the mellow music of the rythm,
It commenced to rain before we reeled
heave a sigh of lonely contentment, and
up our lines, and we are glad to get into
peacefully sleep.—
camp and around a hot fire. Our pleasure
“ Till we wake, and start, and quicken,
is enhanced by the odor of frying trout
Till we leap into the daylight.”
and steaming coffee.
*
The rain has ceased, yet the water is
Never was food more palatable than
But the summer sun descending
to-night.
Even raw onions, sliced in still dripping from all the leaves; the
Sets the west aflame with glory,—
east
is
aglow
with
the
splendor
of
the
vinegar, are devoured with avidity.—We
Glory, such as never greets us
always eat onions, when “ roughing it” at coming sun-light; the mist is rising from
Only in the Rangeley region,
Kennebago, to keep off flies and “ minges.” the lake; the trout are breaking in every
W here the moose and deer are waiting
For the sportsman, in the autumn,—
This,—a prevention known only by a few, direction; along the shores, the great
Region, where the “speckled beauty”
—supplemented by a mixture of grease, forest can hardly be distinguished from
Rises to a fly in summer,
tar, pennyroyal, etc., thickly spread upon its reflection; and the silence is unbroken,
Or pursues the wily minnow
face, neck, and hands, effectually guards save by the twitter of a bird or the chat
A s it twirls behind the row-boat,—
against these pests of the forest and ter of a squirrel. We stand, enchanted by
Region, where we always hasten
stream.
Why shouldn’ t it? Who or the stillness, the freshness, the beauty, the
W ith a rod and with a rifle,
what would care to approach a person seclusion, hesitating to speak, lest the
W hen vacation days are with us,—
sound
of
our
voice
may
break
the
exquis
Region, dear to every sportsman,
thus protected?
ite charm of the morning.
W hen he once has come and tried it.
“ I don’ know,—but I don’ believe----Elliott, who has started a fire and is
No matter how anxious or expectant we
And we linger in the twilight.
are, we’ve got to wait, it may be jive standing in the camp door taking in the
In the purple glow o f twilight,
minutes, it may be all night, for Elliott to prospect, thus breaks the silence:—
Linger, till the deep reflection
“ Say, d’ye see them three fellers right
Of the forest, dark and gloomy.
pick up the thread of discourse where he
Hides our comrades in the darkness.
leaves it. He is sure to do so, however, over jest this side th’ mouth er th7
W h o precede us in the darkness,
and always at the most unexpected mo brook?”
Rowing to our quiet wigwam,
We have been looking intently along
ment. Now he’ s after a match;—he’ s
On the shores of Kennebago,
found one, and the pipe is partially that shore, but have failed to discover
W hen the morning Jawns upon us,
what
the
experienced
eye
of
the
guide
has
lighted. He goes to the door and takes a
Forth we go from lake and forest,—
look at the weather.—“ I don’ belive’ s taken in at a glance. Sure enough, there
N ot without a firm decision,
goin’ ter rainer great while—I never knew are three deer—while we are looking, two
Back to come another summer,
it tu—with th’ wind out’n this s’uth- more come out of the bushes—feeding
To this paradise of sportsmen,
amidst the tall grasses along the shore,
easterly direction,” he continues.
To this wild primeval forest,
To this lake of matchless beauty.
His pipe is at last well-lighted. One of but a little more than a rifle-shot away.
The boundless forest, extending to the
Kennebago, Kennebago!
us keeps him company with the last cigar
in the camp, and the other three are very water’ s edge; the tranquil lake, un
stretched at full length on the fir-boughed disturbed, save by innumerable trout that
[End of “Foreign Immigration.” S ee p. 1].
bunk. Our plans are completed for the on every hand are breaking its glassy sur
When this is accomplished we may feel
morrow, in case it don’ t rain,—we’ ve fish face into gentle circular ripples; deer
enough to eat in case it does rain,—and quietly feeding in the foreground;—a pic safe, because we believe that the destiny

of a nation lies in the principles which it
adopts, and the habits which take root in
the hearts of the people.
We wish to spread our institutions, and
civilization, through broader areas. We
are doing so in many quarters of the globe.
Would it not be wise to do something
more in this direction at home? We are
not anxious to have our nation share the
fate of the nations of the past. It is our
duty to guard against anything that
tends in that direction. We must remem
ber that if our country falls, we fall with
it. If it flourishes, it will be because we
have faithfully responded to the call of
duty and done our part to the best of our
ability.
Redington Notes.
The whooping cough patients are on the
gain.
“ A warm sun and a strong south wind,”
is just what the loggers do not want.
Gene Graffam reports that he is still in
charge of the boarding-house, and has 64
regular boarders.
The pond is being fast covered with logs
which teams take from the log-train and
distribute on the ice.
They’re just hustling in the lumber these
days! The log-train makes seven or
eight trips a day, and the teams hauling
onto the pond are by no means idle.
Pat Taylor was badly injured at Camp
13, last week. He was loading logs, when
a stake gave way and he was caught be
tween two logs. He was taken to the
boarding-house and, under the care of
Supt. Gene Graffam, is doing well.
“ It all depends on the weather,” said
Paymaster Eaton, this yveek, speaking of
the prospects for the log-cut.” If we have
a late spring and good hauling, we shall
put in the usual amount. If not, it will
be impossible to do so. W e’re hoping for
the best, though.”
Redington is rather pluming herself on
her mild and balmy air this winter. When
Phillips and Rangeley were doubled-up
with a temperature of 40 below, Redington
was only 24 in the shade. But s«me evilminded persons are mean enough to say
the thermometer has been doctored!
W.
P. Eaton is going to Lewiston
Thursday, to be present at the grand
opening of Kora Temple. The camel has
been in training for some time, and the
ride of the candidates across the desert
will be a lively one. The affair will wind
up with a grand banquet in Kora’ s new
hall.
Last week Pearl Seeley, the blacksmith
at this place, had a severe toothache; it
was so painful he could not sleep; there
was no dentist nearer than Phillips, six
teen miles away. In despair he arose,
went to his forge and in a short time had
constructed a pair of forceps. Calling to
his aid a muscular friend, he instructed
him in the use of the instruments, braced
bis feet and in an instant the aching
biolar had been extracted. Dr. Palmer,
of Phillips, has secured the forceps as a
curiosity. Ingenuity and nerve are cer
tainly combined in the makeup of this
blacksmith.

THE SLEIGHING * *
* * * HAS COME!
And now' you’ll be wanting a sleigh to
replace the old and worn-out one you’ve
been using. . I have a fine line of

S

l e i g h s ,

And feel sure that I can please you on
both the goods and the prices. Get my
figures before you purchase elsewhere.

W. J. ROSS,
1*1111.LU^S.

m a im s .
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A F T E R TH E RUSH IS OVER.
The Good People of Washington Now Have
Their Forty Days’ Rest.
[ S pecial correspondence o f R an g e le y L akes ]
W a s h in g t o n , D. C., Feb. 19, 1890.

advoided by the intervention of friends,
There are other characters in the book
that people familiar with society think
they recognize, and it is altogether proba
ble that the book will afford no little
lenten amusement in the sacred precincts of
Milady’ s boudoir—to those, of course,
who do not recognize pictures of them
selves therein. There is a vein of humor—
not cynical sarcasm, which some writers
mistake for humor-—running through the
book which encourages hope for the future
of the young author. May it be realized.
There’ s room enough for good authors in
this era of rot.
One of the most brilliant marriages of
the yeat was that of Miss Katherine Mar
tin Weston Fuller, daughter of Chief Jus
tice Fuller, to Mr. Theodore Smith
Beecher, of Buffalo, N. Y ., which took
place at St. John’s Church, in the presence
of a small, but extremely select gathering.
The ushers were Messrs. George P. Keat
ing, of Buffalo, N. Y ., Mr. Nathan Clif
ford, of PortLand, Me., Mr. S. Wells, Jr.,
of Detroit, and Dr. H. H. Haskell, of B os
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Beecher will reside in
Buffalo.
i
The swagger set danced away the clos
ing hours of the season at the Washing
ton assembly, which was the most elabo
rate ball of the winter. It was an all
night affair.

Well, the rush is over, and those in so
ciety can now get an opportunity to rest,
and to go to church when so disposed.
There was a time when it was the proper
thing for society to keep Lent*in a relig
ious sense, but it lias long since passed, so
far as Washington is concerned.
Of
course this must be understood as mean
ing only that society as a whole does not
keep Lent. There are individual members
of Washington society—many of them—
who live up to the strictest lenten regula
tions of their churches, but as a body so
ciety now regards Lent as merely a rest
ing season, in which the entertainments
are restricted to small informal teas and
dinners and family gatherings and the
people have time enough to post them
selves on what has been going on in art
and literary circles while they have been
engrossed in the mad whirl.
Mrs. Cleveland took an active part in
the closing hours of the season. She gave
a tea in honor of Mrs. McKee, ex-President Harrison’ s daughter; went to the
theatre, and in company with the Presi
dent attended the marriage of her friend,
The buck in the Portland “ zoo” at DeerMiss Fuller, and the reception which was ing park let go of his horns on Thursday.
afterwards held at the residence of Chief This was about on schedule time as he per
Justice and Mrs. Fuller, the bride’ s formed the little feat last year, Feb. 12th.
Such conscientious attention to these lit
parents; went to the Poultry show, and tle duties of life commands one’ s admira
wound up by dining with Secretary and tion.
Miss Morton.
A Service of Worcester,
By the way, the dinner of the M orton’s
Toward the end of the century tho first
was not only the last cabinet dinner of
the season, but the most unique of the sign of the royal favor was vouchsafed to
year. The unique features were the deco Worcester. George III visited the facto
ries, and under the impetus given by his
rations, which typified agricultural pur patronage the wares of the city advanced so
suits and products. The centerpiece of much in popularity that in the early part
the table was a huge plow made of red of this century, it is said, there were few
carnations, with haystacks of spun sugar noble families which had not in their
on each side, surrounded by sugar rakes china closets an elaborate service of Worces
and pitchforks. Scattered over the table ter bearing the family arms and motto in
In 1811,
were groups of vegetables made in the appropriate emblazonment.
George IV being then prince regent, sev
most realistic confectioners style, while at
eral splendid services of Worcester porcelain
each of the four corners were wheelbar \^>re ordered to equip his table for the new
rows made of candied cabbages, contain social duties entailed by his regency, and
ing candied green peas, potatoes, cherries one of these alone cost £4,000. In tho
and apples. Punch was served to look museums at the Worcester works there are
like fruits, but the guests knew its deadly specimens of many beautiful services de
properties too well to be deceived into signed in accordance with the contempo
rary ideas of pomp and stateliness.
taking an oversupply on account of its
The porcelain artists in those days must
innocent and tempting appearance. Ter have been well versed in heraldry, for their
rapin was served in shells, and ice cream chief duties seem to have been the repro
in toy farm wagons made of candy.
duction of crests and coats of arms. Some
There is a double reason why patriotism of the services have interesting stories.
is on top this week in Washington. There is one of deep royal blue, beautifully
Washington’s birthday and the presence decorated and bearing in the center an em
blematical figure of Hope. The story ran
of several hundred Daughters of the
that it was ordered by Nelson for presenta
American Revolution, in attendance upon tion tp the Duke of Cumberland, and
the fifth annual continental congress of that the figure of Hope was really a por
the society. Mrs. John W. Foster, wife trait of Lady Hamilton. This, however,
of the ex-Secretary of State, is the presi was an error. The service was ordered by
dent, and her opening speech was as the duke himself in the ordinary way, and
smoothly delivered as her eminent hus though Lord Nelson did order a service of
Worcester porcelain he died before it could
band could have spoken it. The delegates be completed, and it was afterward dis
are having a good time regardless of Lent. persed.— Chambers’ Journal.
v
It is feared that Congress will get jealous
Beet Sugar Industry In France.
of the attention bestowed upon the daugh
ters and get up a star-spangled war scare
There was one sharp pinch. Coffee and
sugar were no longer luxuries, but neces
to counteract it.
Washington has a new author in the sities, and through the continental em
person of Mr. James A. Edwards, a young bargo colonial wares had become and were
lawyer at present upon Uncle Sam’ s pay likely to remain very dear and very scarce.
Such substitutes as ingenuity could devise
roll, and his friends insist that he will were gradually accepted for the former.
soon be a literary star of the first magni To provide the latter the beet root industry
tude. His first book, already in its second was fostered by every means. The em
edition, is called: “ In the Court Circle: peror kept a sample of sugar made from
A Tale of Washington Life.” Without beets on his chimney piece as an orna
the subtitle it would naturally be sur ment, and occasionally sent gifts of the
precious commodity to his fellow sover
mised that the book dealt with phases of
eigns. The story is told that an official
Washington society. It is a clean book, who had been banished from favor recov
as might be judged from the author hav ered his standing entirely by planting a
ing dedicated it to the memory of his whole estate with beets. Such traits were
mother; but in tw o of his characters he considered evidence of plain, homely com
introduces, if good guessers are not mis mon sense by the people, who enjoyed the
taken, the pretty wife of a prominent poli sensation that their emperor participated
in their feelings and daily shifts.— Pro
tician, who is still a leader in society, and fessor Sloane in Century.
a member of the diplomatic corps, who
■came dangerously near a few years ago to*
being mixed up in a scandal that would
No plant will produce flowers unless
have been international had it not been there is iron in the soil in which it grows.
u * fti *
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Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo.ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here.
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W e ll wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
land and make a start of any place I have seen
in this state. For particulars write or call on
me.
Address.
•
S E W A R D DILL.
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co;,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH, i
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
Co., Cal.

* R a n g e l e y L a k e s solicits your orders
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HEADSTONES, TABLETS,
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RANGELEY LAKES
IN COLLINS’ PATCH
THE QEER A T E STRAWBERRIES O U T
OF SEASON AND CAME T O GRIEF.
The Pesky Creature Chawed and Clawed
and Pawed and Wouldn’t Be Driven
Away—Unsatisfactory Result o f a Gamp
Protector’s Investigation.

“ I took down tho musket and marched
out into tho patch with it. I got within
20 foot 0’ the deer ’fore he seen me, he was
so busy chawin and pawin and clawin.
Then he looked up. He didn’ t turn scared
a bit. He turned madder than a wild bull
and come for me a-tearin. I whipped
around and broke for the house, but the
doer ketched me. He ketched mo jest
about three inches below where the hind
suspender buttons fits into the suspenders,
and down I went and plowed as much as
ten foot through tho patch. The old mus
ket was shook loose from mo by t he jar,
and then’s when I found out it had a load
in it. I guess maybe the butt end o ’ the
musket struck that fence post yonder and
rattled up tho lock some way.
“ Anyhow, I heard a roar like a Fourth
o ’ July salute, and when I got up there
was an amazin smell o’ powder lioverin
round, and the smoke was so thick I
couldn’ t see anything for as much as a
minute, I guess. Then it cleared up.
Yonder by tho fence post the old musket
was layin, peaceful as a lamb, and over
yonder, where you see that biggest claw
in the patch, laid the deer, just as peaceful
as Tho musket. Tho unforthnate critter
had shot himself. Broke the game law
and shot himself out. o’ season! What’s
the reason your business here hain’t got
nothin to do with strawberry patches, I ’d
like to know?”
“ Mr. Collins,” said Protector Kidd
sternly, “ where is that deer?”
“ Soon as I see what h'ad happened,” re
plied Mr. Collins, “ I run inthehouso and
told the folks, and then run down yonder
to toll a neighbor. When I got back, the
deer wasn’t ISyin in the patch any more.
I asked my neighbor,/who knows all about
deer, whether he thought other deers could
thave come out o’ the woods and carried
that dead deer back with ’em, and he said,
knowin what he knowed about deer, es
pecially Marlboro deer, it wouldn’ t sur
prise him if they had. But I can show
you tho musket the deer shot himself with,
protector?”
Protector Kidd didn’t care to see the
musket, and as the evidence wasn’t such
as to warrant further proceedings against
James Collins the protector warned him
against such carelessness in the future in
carrying firearms in the presence of deer
and went home.—'Goshen (N. Y .) Cor.
New York Sun.

Game Protector Kidd of Nowburg, who
is always on the alert that ho may miss no
opportunity to uphold the majesty of tho
game law and that no offender against
it, nor the incidental share of tho fine t :
goes to the informer, may escape, heard
that James Collins had shot a deer out of
season. James Collins lives at or near
Marlboro, where the strawberries and tho
raspberries and the blackberries grow.
Protector Kidd went to Marlboro. Ho
learned that James Collins was a straw
berry grower. He called on James Col
lins, told him who he was and said:
“ Mr. Collins, I am .sorry to toll you
that I am credibly informed that you arc
guilty of having killed a deer out of sea
son.”
James Collins pondered a moment, and
then said:
“ Are you any jedgo o’ strawberry
patches, protoctor?”
The protector replied that he anew a
strawberry patch when ho saw one.
“ Hut my business here is with deer
killed out of Reason,” said lie. “ I t ’ has
nothing to do with strawberry patches.”
• “ No?” said Mr. Collins. “ Hain’ t got
nothin to do with strawberry patches, eh?
Jest come along with me and seo if it
hain’t ! ”
The protoctor went along with James
Collins, who took him out to tho straw
berry patch.
“ Therel” said Mr. Collins. “ Throw
your eye over that patch and see if your
business hain’t got nothin to do with it !”
The protector looked at the patch, but
said he could see no connection between
it and his business.
“ What!” Cxcliumcd Mr. Collins. “ Dor:1:,
you see how it’s chawed and clawed ant!
pawed?”
“ I ’m here, Mr. Collins,” said Protector
Kidd, getting impatient, “ to show you
that you have no right to kill deer out of
HE WAS SUPERSTITIO US.
season, sir.”
“ And I ’m here, by gumbo, ” said James
Collins, “ to show you that deer hain’ t The Curious Story of a Man Who Believed
I 11 Omens.
got no right to eat my strawberries out o ’
Am ong the frequent guests in Lewistct
season, sir.”
“ H uh!” said Protector Kidd, nonplused. is Mr. Lathrop, a well known traveling
“ That’s what I said,” exclaimed James salesman.
He believes in signs and omens, and, as
Collins. “ What right has deer to eat my
strawberries out o ’ season? See how that he puts it, there is no man metro supersti
patch is chawed! See how it’s clawed! t i o n than he.
“ Do you know,” says he, “ I havo saf up
Seo how it’s pawed! Maybe you think
cows dono it. ’ Maybe you think I pasturo many a night at a hotel because I had a
cattle on my strawberries.
I couldn’ t room with an unfavorable number; that I
blamo you if you did, for it looks enough wouldn’t walk under a ladder for 1500,
as if I did. But I don’t. Cows nor catelo and that I carry the left hind foot of a rab
didn’t chaw and claw and paw that patch bit in my gripsack?
“ Well, I was hurt recently in an acci
tho way it is. No, sir. Deer dono it.
Jest as soon as the time was up when tho dent in Portland. A friend and I were
game law said deer couldn’t bo-killed any going to the train, and wo stepped along
more, deer begun to come down from them to the driver of a coupe and engaged him.
woods yonder and pasture on my straw In going down a hill tho holdback broke,
berries! Shoo ’em off? Not m uch! They and we were thrown out, the horse run
knowedwo didn’t daro kill ’em, and every ning away. The driver was kicked by1tho
timo wo tried to shoo ’em off thoy jest horse.
“ I was thrown out and laid up in bed
bris’ led up and run us off the patch and
w<. ,011 with their chawin and pawin and five weeks. My friend was not hurt so
clawin. Why ain’t they hero now? An badly. As soon as I got ouc of the house I
accident happened to one of ’em t ’other went to call on the driver. He was in a
day. That’s why they ain’t hero now. I bad way, but was getting about again. He
guess thoy ain’t quito so suro o’ themselves talked some, and in the course of the con
versation ho said: ‘ I suppose that if this
as they was, and they’re layin low .”
“ An accident?” said Mr. Kidd, sniffing had happened to some people they would
evidence. “ Yes,” replied James Collins. be superstitious. But I am not. I didn’t
“ One o ’ tho deer shot himself. Broko the tell you at the time, but you two gentle
game law, by gumbo, and shot himself men were the first customers I had ever
had. I had just started in and was wait
out o ’ season.”
“ H ah!” thought the protector. “ Trap ing for business. A somewhat singular
thing
in connection with it is the fact
gun.”
“ Shot himself dead,” continued Mr. that my license was numbered 13.’ ”
Mr. Lathrop tells the story pathetically
Collins. “ Shot himself dead. I was in
the patch hero tryin to red things up and from this point, and he says if ho had
save a little o ’ next year’s crop, when a known this fact you couldn’ t have driven
deer came trottin down out o’ the woods, him into that coupe with a squad of
drove mo off and begun to chaw and paw mounted cavalry.
He looked at the battered hackman and
and claw. I ’ve got an old army musket
that must ’a’ had the samo load,in it that thought of his ruined vehicle and said
it camo out o ’ tho war with, but I didn’t nothing, but ho is more than ever con
know it. I t ’d been hangin up in the gar firmed in the faith that there is evil in the
mystic “ 13.” — Lewiston Journal.
ret for 30 years that musket had.
“ ‘ Ding it,’ says I, ‘ I’ ll git the old mus
ket and sort o ’ strut out in tho patch with
Many of the East Indians, particularly
it. Maybe tho sight of it’ll make the deer among the Hindoos of s^uth India, believe
think we don’t care for the game law that monkeys can speak, but will not do
round hero, and he’ll skip. ’
so for fear they will be put to work.

I

A n E n g lis h W i f e .

None but housekeepers know how very
little of their money is really spent on
themselves. Most certainly every wife
should havo her private purse, for, as a
wretched woman said only tho other day:
“ I would rather go without dinner for a
week, or a dress for a year, than go to my
husband on Saturday morning with the
books. He is always wanting extra deli
cacies at table and then grumbling be
cause the butcher’s bill is £1 19s. Gd. this
week, when if was only £1 11s. 4d. last
week. I vai
remind him ho insisted
on having :
. breads on Tuesday and
fillet on Friday and that that has made
the difference, but be cannot or w ill not
see it and grumbles and haggles until he
makes me quite ill, and then ho pays tho
books, leaving me with a few shillings for
‘ current expenses’ till the next Saturday.
He ordered some wood the other day for
which 5 shillings had to bo paid at the
door. He forgot to leave me the money,
and when cook brought the bill I had to
own I had not got .5 shillings and to borrow-that sum frem her. Oh, the humili
ation of it !” And her ej’es filled with
tears as she spoke. That man’s income is
probably £800 or £900 a year, and his wife
has to borrow 5 shillings from her own
servant to pay for firewood!
j
Such a husband ought to bo ashamed of
himself. He degrades himself; I10 lowers
and harasses his wife. Let him go seri
ously into tho subject of his income, de
cide how it is to be portioned off, hand
the wife over her monthly allowance, and
never discuss a bill or a butcher with her
again. It is to her interest to do her best,
and she is certain to do it, and life will be
made brighter for both accordingly.—Lon
don Queen.

O N E O F OUR TRA ITS.

We Are Ungrateful to the Diving:, hut Hon
or the Dead.
Have you over thought of how very un
grateful we are toward the living, and
how we hustle around to make amends
for it after they are dead?
Am ong the prosperous farmers just over
the border of an adjoining state was one
noted for making things count. He had
as good and faithful a wife as ever fell to
the lot of a man, but he did not seem to
have much time for her. She managed the
household affairs splendidly, made the fin
est butter that went to the city market
and never allowed her family to want for
home comforts. If sho got the toothache,
he allowed her to doctor it, and if she com
plained of the pain lie said she was growl
ing and showed by his manners that he
was annoyed.
But if a sheep got the sniffs, or if a cow
showed signs of hollow horn, or a pig be
came slightly scroffy, ho would tear around
at a great rate, sit up all night or ride post
haste to town and buy very expensive
medicines or bring the veterinary. He
couldn’ t bear to see an animal suffer; be
sides if it died it was a dead loss.
Through neglect to consult a dentist
this man’s wife became sorely afflicted,
but she kept on her feet for his sake as
long as she could, then took to her bed and
died.
That man took it awfully hard, wore
crape, went moping around for a year or
more and put up a monument to her
memory at a cost that would have covered
tho expenso of providing her with needed
help, medical attention or made life a
comfort to her and a pleasure to him.
Cincinnati furnishes a typical case.
Professor Vaughn, one of the most
Didn’t Correct the Error.
learned of its scholars, notably versatile,
An old writer tells the Lewiston Jour respected and revered among scientists
nal that “ toerr in human,” and he struck and philosophers, was allowed to go in
a weak spot in man’s make up when he rags and finally to die for want of food.
wrote that truth.
I With tattered overcoat, dilapidated hat,
A fow months ago in one of ’ Maine’s leaky shoes and empty poefiet ho was per
county seats a lawyer and a clergyman mitted to make his home on tho streets in
were chatting together. In the course of winter and pick up here and there a bit to
conversation 1he subject of mistakes and j eat, like a friendless dog.
miscalculations came up.
As soon as his starved, emaciated, dead
“ Do you ever make mistakes?” asked body had been discovered the wholo town
the minister of the lawyer.
rushed to ■the rescue. Tho good people
“ Why, yes; sometimes, ” was the answer. who knew him well and had often seen
“ I suppose you rectify them, don’t you?” him in tatters were horrified to learn that
inquired the clergyman.
he had died in want. Tlje papers extolled
“ No, not always. xIf it is a large mis his greatness in columns of editorial, the
take, I correct it, but if it is a small one I ministry recounted his virtues in glow
let it go. How about yourself, Brother ing words, and leading citizens at, once
B.? I supposo you sometimes make mis proposed a monument to perpetuate his
takes?”
memory, and of course to show their high
“ Oh, yes, sometimes,” answered the appreciation of the man and of his accom
minister, “ but I treat them as you do. plishments.
For instance, in my sermon a few Sundays
In the public library stands a bronze
ago I said, *The devil is the father of all bust of the famous Professor Vaughn, but
lawyers, ’ but it was such a slight mistake the inscription on the tablet does not tell
that I let it g o.”
that ho suffered and finally died for the
want of a tithe of the money invested in
Renting; Violins.
Violins are among musical instruments this memento.
Wonder are we wanting for some of our
that are rented. They are hired by visit
ors to tho city, by students and by profes men of ^vortli or our men of genius to die
sional players. The visitor may be a pro- \ before w’e accord to them tho honors long
fessional player—hois more likely to bean overdue? Have we those among us who,
amateur—perhaps from Europe or some by a little—just a little—help could bo
other distant part of the world who has and would be of great value to our city?
brought no instrument with him and now Would it not be more humane, more phil
has occasion to play at the house of friends anthropic and more sonsiblo to aid them
whom he is visiting. Ho can hire an in while they live than to monument them
strument for any length of time he may when they die?—Pittsburg CommercialGazette.
desiro.
Students of music and beginners who
How to Accumulate Friends.
may not want to invest in a good violin
“ I know what I ’ll do,” said the young
until they know whether they will follow
music sometimes hire a violin. If they candidate. “ I ’ll lay in a big supply of
finally purchase it, the rent is allowed as plug tobacco, and every time I meet one
a part of the purchase money. Profession of the hayseeds I ’ll offer him a chew.”
“ You will do nothing of the sort,” said
al players sometimes hire a fine instru
ment with the understanding that the rent his manager. “ You will go out without
shall apply upon the purchase. The rent a bit and borrow a chew from every man
of a violin depends of course upon its val you meet. Haven’t you got sense enough
ue. For §2.50 a month one gets an instru to know that the man you rre under obli
ment valued at §50; for §15 a month, an gations to always feels warmer toward you
instrument valued at §600 to §1,000.—New than the man you have done a favor?” —
Indianapolis Journal.
York Sun.
Buried Alive For a Week.

His Memorable Day.

It was on Jan. 13, 1797, that Mr. Job
Bodon, a miner in the county of Derby,
was a-digging at the depth of 45 yards
when the earth and water fell upon him
and filled the mine. On the morning of
the 20th Mr. Boden was found, emaciated,
but alive. Such was the vigor of his con
stitution that he was able to return to his
work in the space of 14 weeks, and he had
several children, one of whom was born
within a twelvemonth after the accident.
When he was thus buried prematurely, he
was 49 years old, and he weighed 170
pounds.—Boston Journal.

Mrs. Grimes (of the suburbs)— I wish I
could remember what day it was I sent
those light brown gloves of mine to the
dyer’s.
Mr. Grimes—It was three weeks ago last
Thursday. That was the day I didn’t
have to bring anything home from down
town.— Chicago Tribune.
The honeycomb made by bees is al
ways in regular geometric figures and
solves the problem of the largest economy
of space with the smallest expenditure of
material.

RANGELEY LAKES

8

L. E. Bowley was in Phillips, Thursday- one day last week and drove a fox into
| Mrs. E. B. Currier was in Phillips, its hole. He stopped it up and went
j home. In the morning he got Alphonso
j Thursday.
S o c i e t y N o t e s , R a n g e le y .
It was 26 below at 6.30 a . m . Wednesday
Lake to help him. They dug till 4 o ’clock
Saturday, Mar. 14. Regular meeting Rangeley
j E. B. Wliorfif was in Farmington, this
r. m . and gave it up. Warren has set a
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden morning.
week.
trap for it. He soon expects ten have a
Frank Worthley, of Strong, was in
Cross. Meet in. Church Vestry.
J.
J. Towle, of Dixfield, was in townfox.
Wednesday p. m.. Mar. 4, Regular meeting town this week.
last week, selling evaporated apples.
W. C. T. TJ.. at the Library.
Dr. Ross reports that he will sue the
Rangeley Lodge, No. 200. I. O. G. T., meet in
Mrs. Eugene Smith, is slowly gaining
Dallas.
Boston Herald for libel.
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even
her health, her husband is still with her.
ing.
__________ _
Wednesday night there was a spelling
Toothaker & Kimball’ s landing near
H. A. Furbish attended the grand open
school in the school-house. The spelling
Dead River increases very fast.
S o c i e t y N o t e s , P h i ll i p s .
ing of Kora Temple at Lewiston, Thurs
match went off very pleasantly.
Monday, Mar. 9, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
Miss Sadie Ballard, of Farmington, is day evening.
The school-house was broken into last
Lodge. No. 05, A. O. U. W. Hall in Bates taking care of Mrs. Frank Worthley.
Eugene Smith arrived from Boston,
Block.
week. Entrance was made by one of the
It would be a good time for the Rev. Thursday evening, called here by the ill windows, but the damage was slight.
Tuesday, Mar. 3. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Mr. Wheeler to deliver his promised tem ness of his wife.
Lucian Oakes is having a few days’ va
Wednesday, Apr. 1, Regular Commumcaion, perance address.
Mrs. R. A. Merrow has so far recovered
cation. His brother Warren, takes his
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M..
from
her
late
illness,
that
she
was
able
to
J. E. Haley arrived home from Parmaplace during his absence.
at Masonic Hall.
ride out Thursday.
Thursday, Mar. 5, Regular meeting Cushman cheene, Saturday, where he has been look
Mrs. Ella Adams’ baby injured one of
G.
LI. Huntoon went to Eustis with a
Post, No. 87, G. A. R., at Grange Hall, at ing after the interests of the Parmacheene
its arms quite badly, last week.
pair
of
Huntoon
&
Oakes’
horses,
to
Club.
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, Mar. 5, Regular meeting Woman’s
Geo. M. Esty was at Hutchinson’s carry tw o passengers.
Strong.
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Fred Ballard, of Farmington, is slowly
camp, in Greenvale, last week. He re
Saturday, Mar. 7, North Franklin Grange, No.
Walter Sanders, of Arlington, Mass.,
recovering from his recent illness, but is
ports
three
feet
of
snow
in
the
woods,
and
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
has recently bought a place in this village.
not yet able to leave the house.
the lumbermen, want no moi'e at present.
Election
Mr. Sandei’s is a sportsman with both rod
Our
job
department
is
doing
lots
of
Saturday, Mar. 7, Regular meeting Phillips
Mention was made last week that Geo.
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold M. Esty drove to Redington with a single work.
The hotel work is beginning to and gun, his former region being M oosehead and Penobscot county. He will next
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
team. It was not known at the time come. Get our figures and see our work— season make the acquaintance of the
and
you’ll
want
US
to
do
YOUR
vyork.
that this was the first time one w*as ever
Rangeleys.
Owing to press of business this week's
driven there.
It is proposed that when the drama, R a n g e l e y L a k e s is delayed considerably.
Magalloway Valley Notes.
“
Uncle
Josh,” is played here, that it be We decided on this as the better way to
Miss Nellie Lamb is visiting relatives in
repeated
the same week at Phillips, and do, as we are thus able to give a report
Dan
Hayward and wife reached Camp
Phillips.
when the Phillips club play “ The Charity of the Graduation of the Phillips High Caribou the 20th.
Henry Tibbetts moved to Dead River
School.
Ball,” that they give the same in here.
Fred Flint has taken possession of the
Station, Monday.
In another column will be found an arti
Excursion trains would take crowds to
The weather has been of all varieties. both.
cle, “ On the Shores of Kennebago,” from Aziscohos House.
Charles Velanee has been at the Mead
All ought to be suited.
the pen of N. P. Noble, Esq., of Phillips.
The answer to puzzle in our last is:
It was first published in The Phillipian ows putting in ice.
C. H. Adams came from Kibby, Satur
5 cattle at $10................................................ $50 the Phillips High School paper, but is so
LI. A. Furbish and Rufus Porter, of
day, and returned Monday.
1 hog at $3....................................................
3 racy of the soil—and water—-of the KenneRangeley. were in town recently’ .
Prank Worthley, of Strong, was in 94 sheep at 50 cents...................................... 47
bagos, that we republish it for our read
Emery Haley sent the M agalloway’ s
town over Sunday.
100
$100 ers.
boiler to Portland, last week, for repairs.
0. R. Haley is hauling some very hand Correct answers wrre received from John
W ill we be at the Sportsmen’s Conven
W. H. Hart of W ilson’ s Mills, will run
some birch to the steam-mill.
Haley, Esq., and Dana Carlton.
tion? Of course we will!—Did you for a on the steamer Magalloway, next season.
It is reported that Clarence Hinkley had
moment suppose we wouldn’ t? R a n g e Evangelists Saunders and Johnson held
Emery Haley who has been looking over
a partial shock, Sunday night.
l e y L a k e s is acknowledged by all to be
John Oakes is moving back to the vil meetings Saturday, Sunday and Monday the handsomest,' liveliest and newsiest the camps in the Parmachenee preserve,
at the church. The Monday meeting was
has returned to Rangeley.
lage from Dead River Station.
Maine sporting weekly. Better see that
an extra, as the gentlemen were too late
The buildings of Mrs. L. J. Bennett.
YOUR ad. is in the Exposition number.
Principal Austin, of the Phillips High
for the train that morning. Large audi
College Grant, N. H., burned, the first of
We reach sportsmen—lots </f ’em.
School, was in town Friday night.
ences greeted these enthusiastic young
the month, with a loss of $2,000.
When Charles Huntoon’s team with
John Collins moved into Marshman workers, who made many friends during
M. D. Sturtevant, who contracted for
Tibbetts’ house on Allen St., Tuesday.
their visit to this place in the early win which he took Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Coburn
a million of spruce on Dead Diamond
to
Middle
Dam,
left
Haines
Landing,
the
Miss Marv Jennings, of New Sharon, is ter.
horses cut through the snow and top ice river has finished that job and moved on
Quite a little excitement on the street
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lafe Kempton.
and went into about six or eight inches of the A bbott Brooks where he has another
Tuesday. Henry Tibbetts left his pair of
water. There was no track and the jour million to move. He is working for Rum1. E. Bubier has returned from Dead
colts unhitched in Furbish, Butler &
ney looked hard, but after they had got ford Palls Company.
River, where he was engaged in hauling
Oakes shed, They backed out and started
out on the lake some distance they seemed
The teams along the Magalloway have
logs.
on the run along Main street. Charles
been making some stunning records. York
Mrs. Jose Nile and son went to Gardi Haley had just stepped into the street as to find the travelling better.
ner last Wednesday week, fo ra tw o weeks they ran past. He jumped on the sled,
“ Blessings brighten as they take their & Hamlin, working for the Berlin Mills
visit.
flight,”
and we never knew till this week Co., with eight 4-horse teams, recently
picked up the reins and stopped them near
how
much
North Franklin appreciated hauled 60,000 ft. in one day. They make
W. D. McKeen, who has been running John Haley’ s residence. It was a plucky
February 22d, five
R
a
n
g
e
l
e
y
L
a k e s . The post-mistress sol three trips a day.
Natt Ellis’ barber shop, has returned to bit of work.
emnly swears that, since Wednesday night, teams on the Lincoln Pond cut, an hauled
Strong.
Hurrah for “ Uncle Josh” and his gang! she has answered, from 200 to 500 times, ed 52,260 ft. of spruce logs, making too
C. F. Huntoon started for Middle Dam who have an engagement with the Rangethe question, “ Where’s my R a n g e l e y trips a day. What section has made a
with a pair of horses, to carry Ed. Coburn ley Dramatic Club to produce the drama
L a k e s ?” N o other paper would serve as better record?
and wife.
in Furbish Hall, March 4th. In the cast a substitute; “ I want my R a n g e l e y
Warden J. D. Huntoon is keeping an of characters figures a hay-seeder from L a k e s , ” was the unvarying refrain. We
eye out for deer hunters. It’ s a severe Vermont—wise though apparently simple, are sorry that we’ve kept you waiting and
-•penalty to be caught, remember.
coupled with young New Yorkers; .“ Slip trust it will not happen again.
The birch machines have come and will pery Joe,” a bunco steerer; a detective;
soon be set up ready to run. Quite a and various amusing persons too numer
Q uim b y D is tr ic t.
ous to mention here. Fun! Fun!! Fun!!!
little birch has been hauled to the mill.
Jessie Searles is working for Frank
Ed. Hoar caught a mink that weighed Don’ t fail to see “ Uncle Josh.” The pro Jacobs.
■1% pounds, on the shore of Rangeley lake, grammes will soon issue from R r a n g e l e y
Mr. Amos Berry has returned from
It was 30 inches long. He sold it to J. A. L a k e s ’ printing office—good ones—“ b’ Redington.
gosh”
—which
please
read
for
further
par
Russell.
Mrs. Maria Perry is stopping with her
ticulars.
sister, Mrs. Frank Jacobs.
Mrs. Frank Worthley, who was very ill
Tthe counterfeiting case which has just
at Strong, was moved here last week and
Easter Berry has returned from Reding
is now at her brother’ s, Charles Hun- been tried in Trenton, N. J., was con ton and is now working for Frank
Having purchased the business and good-will
cluded
Saturday
night.
This
is
the
case
toon’ s. She is improving, we are happy
Jacobs.
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
in which certain parties of Franklin
to add.
Miss Sadie R. Hall visited Thursday fully announce that they are prepared to do
County were concerned, viz. Dr. Bradford
and Friday with her friend, Mrs. B. M.
Hon. Joel Wilbur and Wm. McKeen
and Mrs. Gid. Smith. A t this trial all Darling.
were in town Monday night on their way
were found guilty. The scene when the
to the Mooselookmeguntic House, to ar verdict was returned was touching. Mrs.
James Searles and wife expect to start
range for the extensive repairs that are to Smith was sobbing bitterly, as were for Boston, Tuesday. They intend to
be made.
others of the gang.
Sentence was de visit several other places before returning.
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience
D A N A ’ S Sarsaparilla is not only the best ferred. The extreme limit is 15 years with They will be away about a month.
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, a heavy fine. Bradford was convicted at
Miss Sadie R. Hall closed her school wood-worker for many years, and both thor
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but if no a former term and is now serving sentence Feb. 20. Whole number of scholars, 20; oughly understand their business,
benefit, you can get your money back. The in prison. It is believed that Mrs. Smith average number, 17. There were two
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage.
sam e guarantee applies to D a n a ’ s Pills, will receive a mild sentence, as she is scholars not absent, Dean P. Nile, Ralph
L. W alker,
E. C . Lu fkin ,
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by believed to have been a tool of “ Col” L. Kimball.
Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill.
J o h n H a l e y . Agent.
Brockway and “ D oc” Bradford.
Mr. Warren Wilbur wits fox hunting
RANGELEY. MAINE
AMONG TH E O R D E R S.

Better see •‘Uncle JoMi,” b’gosh.

Dr. Palmer was in town this week.

Local Paragraphs.*1

Yew

Blacksmith
Shop.

Walker & Lufkin
General B la cksm ith in g
& C a rria g e Repairing.

